Graphical Embellishments
(or: how to make your maps look cooler)
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For the sake of a formal definition:
Graphical embellishments are subtle graphical
effects employed within a map (or any graphic, really).
These are so much more than decoration, though*.
* eat it, Tufte
Intelligent use of graphical embellishments can:
- Enhance visual hierarchy
- Add structure and logic to the image
- Contribute to the map's aesthetic
- Just plain make it look nicer

Unintelligent use of graphical embellishments
does the exact opposite.

Needless to say, it's up to the designer to ensure that
their implementation of graphical embellishments helps, rather
than hurts, their graphic.

My general goals today are to:
- Introduce these techniques into your 'toolkit'
- Discuss when and why you'd want to use them
- Swamp you with inspiration
Part I: Techniques for Depth
Depth can enhance your graphic by making certain elements
'pop' from their background. This can be used to:
- Call attention to these elements
- Establish a visual hierarchy with these elements
- Make the map look more tactile (add richness)

Drop Shadows:
Offset shapes that make it look like an
object is casting a shadow.
Consider: the color, transparency, and blur of the drop shadow

Extrude
Similar to a drop shadow, but provides the illusion
of the object being a 3D shape
(abused by yours truly)

Bevel
Applies a lighting model to the element,
giving it a 'raised' appearance
(Don't overdo it)

3D Distort
Skews the element in a way that provides
a sense of perspective

Part II: Type Treatment
Techniques well-suited to make your text
more decorative.
(Make sure this conforms to your aesthetic!)
Text on Path
You're used to this for labeling purposes,
but it works as a type treatment too

Transform
Skewing, Rotating
(can be used on anything, but looks nice with text)

Part III: Terrain Representation
Jazzing up physical geographic features.
Waterlining
Concentric lines surrounding the edge of
a shoreline.
- Not to be confused with actual bathymetry
- A common technique in older maps
- A favorite of Daniel's

(Straight lines
were popular, too.)

Hatchures, Halftones for hillshade
More artsy representations of terrain than
contour lines or regular hillshade
(Like above, common in historical maps)

Part IV: General Richness Techniques
Breaking up flat planes of color.
Gradients
Smooth transition from one color to another.
They have many uses, but another
technique that's easy to overdo

Texture
Semitransparent raster overlays, used to
provide a weathered, less 'digital' look
(underutilized in cartography!)

Inner/Outer Glow
Fade-ins or fade-outs at the borders of
a graphic element

Glow
Akin to a drop shadow, but brighter than the
background
(underneath the right symbol, gives an
illuminated effect)

Part V: Functional Techniques
Or, at least, more functional than the others
Containers
A.K.A. 'Boxes'- delimit graphic elements

("Overboxing" = bad)

Callouts
'Pointer' for a symbol- handy for specifying a
symbol's location or just saving space

Halos
Very unique to cartography- because
they help with overlap

Part VI: A Non-functional Technique?
Marginalia
Patterns, illustrations in the border of the map
(infamous with historical cartography)

Case Studies!
Tanya Buckingham / Lou Cross Atlas of Florida's Natural Heritage (2011)

Daniel Huffman - The Ways of the Framers (2011)

Marty Elmer - Fiction/Reality (2012)

